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“The Body’s Delicate”: LEAR, 
a Collaborative Case Study 
in Contemporary Feminist 
Theatre
by Thea Fitz-James

In March 2013 Harbourfront Centre’s World Stage series pro-
duced LEAR, an adaptation of Shakespeare’s King Lear. In line 
with Stephen Orgel’s suggestion that interpretations of Shake-
speare’s plays reveal more about us than about the plays them-
selves (3), director Philip McKee explores King Lear as a “lens 
of the past” that comments on contemporary performance (Har-
bourfront Centre).1 While the production received mixed reviews, 
little of the criticism discusses LEAR’s political potential as a femi-
nist play.2 With its adapted text, alternative forms of representa-
tion, and “gender-blind” casting, LEAR is an example of feminist 
performance. Its major intervention is its use of the body to dis-
rupt cultural expectations of the body onstage. These decisions 
mirror the power structures in theatre itself—King Lear’s body 
politic, if you will. Thus LEAR asks us to reconsider expectations 
of Lear’s body, to rethink our own bodies and where we stand (or 
sit) within the theatre and King Lear. In these revelations, LEAR 
tests the limits of representation and leaves us questioning, criti-
cal, yet inspired by what female performers, Shakespeare, and con-
temporary theatre can do.

Feminist renditions of King Lear are nothing new, often fo-
cusing on the relationship between Lear and his daughters, or be-
tween the daughters themselves.3 However, it is not enough to 
focus on female characters; feminist productions should reveal 
how Shakespeare’s text, or performance traditions, perpetuates 
sexist ideologies (McLuskie 146). Carol Rutter discusses femi-
nist readings of Shakespeare, suggesting that what Shakespeare’s 
men speak, his women are doomed to embody: “In Lear, the king 
invents the storm before it drenches him. He invents the blind-
ing before Goneril orders it. He makes his daughters monsters. 
They grow monstrous” (174). Lear scripts female action. Just as 
J. L. Austin explores the performative power of speech, what he 
calls speech acts, Lear’s words do something to his daughters. His 
daughters embody the “grotesque” metaphors that Lear speaks—
of decline, alienation, family, and nature gone awry (Rutter 172). 
Lear’s daughters, then, don’t simply inherit a portion of the king-
dom but a series of monstrous speech acts that they then embody. 

Claire Coulter as King Lear after the storm in Philip McKee’s LEAR, per-
formed at Toronto’s Harbourfront Centre Studio Theatre in March 2013.
Photo by Guntar Kravis

The feminist potential in King Lear lies in moving beyond tradi-
tional (or stereotypical) representations of women, and represent-
ing this contentious “female” embodiment.

But how does one effectively represent/stage embodiment, 
and what kind of feminist work does a staging of such contentious 
female embodiment undertake? As if answering Charles Lamb’s 
lamentation that “[the character] Lear is essentially impossible to 
be represented on stage” (qtd. in Craig 78), LEAR moves beyond 
traditional forms of theatrical representation, exploring the dia-
lectic of male/female and character/actor. Claire Coulter exempli-
fies this in the role of Lear. While not always synonymous with a 
feminist agenda,4 a lady Lear embodies its own Verfremdungsef-
fekt. The “strangeness” of a female voice and body as Lear reveals 
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space” of the play (McKee). They do not appropriate Lear’s speech 
by taking his/her lines but record the sound of his/her actions. 
They embody Lear. Giving primacy to sound and action over vi-
sion and text, the audience is asked to engage in a different way. 
The performance attempts to move beyond the scopophilic aspects 
of theatre; it is not Gloucester who is blinded, but us. Like Lear, 
who cannot hear Cordelia, the audience is asked to listen closer. By 
invoking an “audio-space” throughout the play, we are forced to 
listen harder. It is then we are able to hear the female narrative—it 
is not one where the crazed lead the blind but one of embodiment, 
meticulous appropriation, repetition, and learned power.

Yet LEAR does not abandon sight completely. Regan and 
Goneril make a soundscape of their recordings and further em-
body Lear’s movements in a dance. Their repeated dance speeds 
up until the actresses are visibly strained. A kind of choreographed 
game of chicken, as one physically tries to outlast the other, the 
dance becomes a metaphor for sisters whose collaboration col-
lapses in competition. McKee’s intention was to put the actresses 
in competition “for real.” Beyond the affective power of the dance, 
the sisters compete for the audience, for “a need to be seen … to 
have a kind of success as an object” (McKee). The actors dance to 
navigate the audience’s gaze, while the audience navigates their 
responsibility in the politics of seeing. Further, the body strained 
in this way challenges our expectations of what kind of female 
bodies appear onstage.

Claire Coulter dividing the kingdom in three in Philip McKee’s adaptation LEAR, Harbourfront Centre Studio Theatre, Toronto, March 2013.
Photo by Guntar Kravis

the ideology behind our expectations. This tension is amplified by 
McKee’s attempt to “take gender out” (McKee); by at once main-
taining gender pronouns but not disguising Coulter’s sex, LEAR 
gives us a king whose gender remains a space of conflict. While it 
is certainly debatable whether this “take[s] gender out,” gender be-
comes something unstable. We instead see character and actor in 
flux. Gender becomes representation (à la Judith Butler): “the rep-
resentation of the play was not something to try and hide. Clearly 
there is an actor. Clearly she is not actually a man” (McKee). In 
not hiding Coulter’s gender, LEAR obliquely demonstrates the 
disparity of roles available to older women. This feminist agenda 
is not lost on McKee and was part of his decision to adapt Lear. 
Representation itself becomes a player in the action. In LEAR, the 
king’s fall from the throne alludes to Coulter’s “fall” as an older 
Canadian actress, because of the scarcity of roles for older women. 
The daughters take over the kingdom as the younger actresses take 
over the stage.

Alternative forms of representation illustrate this dialectic 
between actor and character, and form and content. The first of 
these are the audio recordings. Lear’s actions open the show: she/
he walks on sweeping the stage floor, builds and divides a tower of 
Styrofoam cups, and spreads out a map. After the love test, Goneril 
and Regan copy these actions, recording the sounds they make. 
An image of conquest, these captured movements become a way 
for the daughters to move beyond the text, occupying the “audio-
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This question of the types of bodies onstage is key to the suc-
cess of LEAR. The heart of LEAR’s feminist politics lies in the 
aging female body onstage. We see this best during the storm. 
When Regan kicks Lear out of her home, she and Goneril break 
the fourth wall and walk into the audience. Talking over Lear with 
microphones, they sonically overpower him/her. As they move 
through the house, they whisper between lines: “the rest of the 
performance will take place on stage.” One by one, the audience 
moves from the leisured and spacious theatre house and joins Lear 
on the now-crowded stage.5 The theatre space and power dynam-
ics are turned upside down. We go from the safe distance of the 
proscenium to the dangerous intimacy of the stage. As we sit on-
stage, a partition comes down, shutting out the house completely. 
Now it’s just you and Lear. In complete silence, the daughters, 
stagehands, sound designer, director, and dramaturg begin to cut 
Lear’s clothes off. An homage to Yoko Ono’s Cut Piece, Lear is 
methodically and painstakingly stripped, left wearing only white 
shorts and an undershirt.

An action with anachronistic relevance, the homage to Cut 
Piece asks us to think about how an older female body is repre-
sented onstage. Each cut brings us painfully through the storm: 
how far will they go? They wouldn’t dare strip this older woman 
down … would they? Our discomfort illuminates theatrical ex-
pectations of women and bodies, betraying an anxiety at being 
witness to some kind of defilement. McKee asks:

How do we represent the storm? The bluster of the text is 
stormy. Then there’s light and sound, maybe if you have some 
real budget, some fake rain. But none of that necessarily feels 
like a storm. And none of it is necessarily focused on present-
ing an experience to the audience of somebody being stripped 
of … being essentialized, or being transformed from this 
king into a man … So the pathos of act three is seeing an old 
person, formerly a powerful person, naked. Just in their body. 
You suddenly see their body.

The social body of the king as body politic becomes here the 
body of Yoko Ono and Coulter. This textual metaphor is made 
literal, and we see the social body turned physical, female, and 
frail. Through the storm, kings become old ladies, and the specta-
tors become the actors. Assumed power dynamics crumble, and 
the defilement of kings and theatrical traditions is experienced 
through the body.

The audience, like Lear, makes it through the storm. But 
something has changed. The play does not end with Lear and 
Cordelia’s death but, instead, their reunion in France. The absence 
of this, the most (in)famous body in the show, is notable. After the 
storm, the play resumes “with the audience sitting on stage. The 
revolution of the younger generation succeeds” (McKee). Thus 
there is a hope for collaboration—a collaboration between Lear 
and Cordelia, between McKee and Coulter, and between contem-
porary theatre and Shakespeare. Bridging gaps across gender and 
time, LEAR explores the limits and advantages of political and 
theatrical collaboration. Like lightning, which connects the earth 
and the sky, the physical and the metaphysical, LEAR’s collabora-
tion is one that shocks, moves, and illuminates the true nature of 
representations. Even as it strips us naked, it does not leave the 
body “derogate”: it reveals what solace we might find in feminism, 
the body, age, and intimate connection.

In LEAR at Toronto’s Harbourfront Centre Studio Theatre in 2013, Direc-
tor Philip McKee pays homage to Yoko Ono’s Cut Piece in this affective 
performance of Lear’s storm.
Photo by Guntar Kravis

Notes
1 LEAR will be revived this summer as part of the Magnetic North 

Festival in Halifax, 19–29 June. For more information see: magnet-
icnorthfestival.ca/2014festival/lear/

2 Critics describe the show as “intimate” (Rasmussen), “moving” 
(Cushman), and “memorable” (Kaplan), as well as potentially “cli-
ché” (Nestruck), “overwhelming” (Booker), or little more than an 
acting exercise (Slotkin). J. Kelly Nestruck includes cross-casting 
as one of the “steps” to creating an avant-garde piece, calling this 
“casting against character.” Kate Taylor lingers on the gender-blind 
decision but focuses on “Lear’s greater theme, age.” Only Katie Mc-
Millan, working for the Harbourfront Centre, writes about the con-
nection between feminism and age, asking, “How do we react to 
aging as represented in a female body?” Beyond cross-casting, no 
other potentially feminist forms of representation are discussed.

3 Different productions reveal different things: Judi Dench’s perfor-
mance of Regan as someone with a stutter asks audiences who owns 
the power of speech, painting Lear’s love test as tyrannical (Kelly 
141; Rutter 178); a whiny Cordelia questions why Regan and Gon-

http://magneticnorthfestival.ca/2014festival/lear/
http://magneticnorthfestival.ca/2014festival/lear/
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eril are demonized (Kelly 142); and an over-attentive Lear alludes 
to politics of incest and parental abuse, adding new political and 
psychological dimensions to Lear’s confusion of love and property—
“nothing can come from nothing” (Rudnytsky 305; McLuskie 145).

4 In Tanner Mirrlees’s “Kate Lynch’s All-Woman Dream,” Mirrlees 
discusses Lynch’s all-female production of Midsummer Night’s 
Dream. Mirrlees asks (invoking Judith Butler’s concept of gender as 
performance) if the decision to cast an all-female Dream alludes to 
a political (feminist) agenda. Lynch replies, “I am being completely 
honest when I say there was no political agenda. There just wasn’t 
one. I just wanted to do A Midsummer Night’s Dream. I thought I 
could show the humour of Shakespeare’s text with [an] all-woman 
cast. That’s it” (53). Further, Phillipa Kelly explores female Lears 
that reinforce patriarchal values in “See What Breeds about Her 
Heart: ‘King Lear,’ Feminism, and Performance.” 

5 Despite the 196 available seats, the show’s audience is capped at 33. 
In the house, with plenty of space, the audience spreads out; right 
from the beginning, McKee is curating the spectator’s body in the 
space.
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